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Research Programmes and Networks

- Global Change and Sustainability
- Transformations to Sustainability Programme...
- UN Major Groups on Sustainable Development
- Science and Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability
- Future Earth
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- Trans-Atlantic Platform
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Strengthening the social sciences to help solve global problems

Ad Hoc Events

2013: Transformations in a Changing Climate Conference (Oslo)

2012: Integrated research workshop (Berlin)

2011 and 2013: World Science Forum Sessions (Budapest / Rio)


2013: UN CSD Expert Group Meeting (New York)
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World Social Science Reports
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Ad Hoc Events

2013: ECOSOC Partnership Event on Innovations for Sustainability (Geneva)
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Global Capacities: Strengthening the social sciences to help solve global problems
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Transformations to Sustainability Programme

UN Major Groups on SD

Science and Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability

Future Earth

Contributing articles

Nominating committee candidates

Advancing global capacities

Convening sessions

Engaging members

Distributing calls for participation

Advising on priorities

Representing the ISSC

Hosting events
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2015: Transforming Global Relations for a Just World
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2013: Changing Global Environments

2010: Knowledge Divides
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Eco-friendly Operations

Professionalising the ISSC's Secretariat

- Procurement and anti-corruption
- External auditing and professional accounting
- Financial Management
- Admin Systems
- Database development
- Outreach
- Website, social media, branding, newsletter
- Human Resource Management
- Results Based Management
- Eco-friendly Operations
- Admin Systems
- Financial Management
- Human Resource Management
- Results Based Management
- Outreach
- Website, social media, branding, newsletter
- Procurement and anti-corruption
- External auditing and professional accounting
- Database development
- Staff training
- Job descriptions
- HR policy
Challenges and opportunities
Stabilising core support and capacities
Balancing our profile of funders
Building a truly global membership base
Timing flagships ...
Monitoring impact

Activities
Outputs
Outcomes
Impacts
Communicating with our members
ISSC on the move...